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The Stella Dining Table has a sculptural presence that joins the flat planes of a round 
top with the curves of an undulating base in intriguing ways. Designed in Brooklyn 
by Syrette Lew of Moving Mountains and meticulously handcrafted in Italy, this table 
gorgeously shows off the gorgeous natural wood grain of solid oak, while the round 
shape invites instant intimacy. Part of our Schumacher Editions Dining Collection. 

Our tables and chairs are designed to last for generations. Avoid dragging them, which can 
loosen joints. Periodically check and tighten any hardware that has worked loose, which will 
ensure the longevity of your furniture.

Our polished tabletops are easy to maintain and are heat resistant. To clean, simply wipe with 
a damp cloth before buffing dry. We recommend protecting the surface from direct contact 
with hot serving dishes by using trivets or hot pads. 

Our wood finishes require minimal maintenance. Simply wipe with a soft cloth and a small 
amount of warm water. If the surface is soiled, you can add a small amount of a mild detergent 
to the water and then wipe with a soft cloth until completely dry. 

Avoid using polish or wax, which creates a residue buildup that attracts dust and dirt and 
can alter the surface appearance, making glossy finishes dull and matte finishes shiny. 
Avoid chemicals and other harsh detergents, which may cause lasting and visible damage.

SIBMMT001-54: 54”W x 54”D x 29”H in Natural Matte

54”
60”

Natural Matte, White Oak

Solid oak this is a natural material and slight variation in color is to be expected,
adding to the unique nature of every piece.
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